
Unexciting day
There’s not really much for me to say today. I was with 3rd
grade, which is about the bottom of my comfort zone. I have
done  lower  grades,  even  preschool,  but  3rd-7th  is  what  I
prefer. The day actually started out not looking so good with
a lot of chit-chat while the kids did their morning work.
Fortunately  they  improved  throughout  the  day.  Right  after
morning work was silent reading time and I have to admit they
did very well. When we got to math I had the pleasure of
teaching  a  lesson  I  had  a  chance  to  teach  twice  before,
believe it or not, in the previous weeks so in a way it was
like teaching the second or third class in a middle school
after getting the “practice” time with the first class. Not
much to say about reading and writing. Another teacher came in
to do a couple of writing assessments, which wasn’t planned,
so I only taught part of the original lesson. Reading was one
of the “just give them this independent work” times where no
lesson was involved.

Specials, read “break time for subs” are sort of a hit or miss
thing with elementary school- some days you may have two,
other days none. Today there was one at the end of the day,
giving a little time for me to write some notes so I wouldn’t
have  to  stay  a  half-hour  after  the  kids  leave  as  I
occasionally have to do. Rather than the kids going out as to
music or gym, a social worker came in with a lesson. This
unfortunately meant that I still couldn’t leave the room, but
at least it gave me that note-writing time. All-in-all the day
wasn’t too bad.

Interesting coincidence- the team name of the school I was at
was the wildcats. The middle school, actually junior high as
that district still uses that term though they run the schools
like middle schools (there is a difference), where I will be
tomorrow  has  the  same  team  name.  Nothing  big,  just
interesting.
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